
MEDIA RELEASE  

FOR PUBLICATION 

URGENT WARNING TO ALL MUSLIMS : FLUENZ vaccine contains PORK/AVOID YOUR CHILDREN HAVING 

IT??? 

I would like first to THANK very much the new BRITISH ISLAMIC MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (BIMA) who has 
alerted us first to this important issue: PORK in the  new Flu vaccine(FLUENZ)  giving in a nasal spray; 

BIMA requested PUBLIC HEALTH ENGLAND to give to Muslims an alternative vaccine  which does not 
contain pork. 

I like to give you the  official List of excipients/ingredients in Fluenz vaccine as published by the drug 
company on Google: 

 

Sucrose  

Dibasic potassium phosphate  
Monobasic potassium phosphate 

 Gelatin (porcine, Type A)  
Arginine hydrochloride  

Monosodium glutamate monohydrate 

Water for injections 

THIS FLU VACCINE WILL BE GIVEN SOON TO  MUSLIM CHILDREN IN  SOME SCHOOL in Leicester...?Manchester??? 
ALL MUSLIM PARENTS SHOULD OPPOSE  this vaccine AND AVOID THEIR CHILDREN HAVING THE HARAM(PORK) in 

this  VACCINE? 
You are allowed to avoid it for religious reasons. 

Besides, the practicing JEWISH community do not accept  the consumption of any pork and the 
VEGETERIAN  community  do oppose it too ! 

 
-This is the BBC article on the vaccine: 

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-leicestershire-24113970 

-Also if we see the link below in Google  ,we will find a lot of verses in the Bible(Christianity) against eating pork or 
consuming any? 

What Does the Bible Say About Eating Pork? - OpenBible.info 

1. http://www.openbible.info/topics/eating%20pork 

o Bible verses about Eating Pork. ... The Lord will bring a nation against you from far away, from the 

end of the earth, swooping down like the eagle, a nation  ... 

In fact there are today many vaccines which contain many HARAM /FORBIDDEN INGREDIENTS especially 

PORCINE/PORK substances and are unfortunately consumed by Muslims all over the world like the Polio vaccine? 

Besides, pork consumption has been found to be linked to over 80 diseases which affect the people who eat it?. 

-Please see also my study on: 

"MUSLIMS" are consuming a lot of PORK today??? 

http://www.hizbululama.org.uk/articles/english/Pork_Consuming.pdf  
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Enclosed below the link to my study on Islam , Vaccines and Health 

-Article: http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/2011/01/21/islam-vaccines-and-health-2/  

Or this link: 

-Islam, Vaccines and Health  

childhealthsafety | March 29, 2011 at 6:12 am | Tags: ADHD, Aspergers, autism, Hannah Poling, influenza, John 
Poling, mercury, MMR, swine flu, thimerosal, thiomersal, vaccination, vaccine, vaccine court, Vaccine Damage, Vaccines | 

Categories: 1 | URL: http://wp.me/pfSi7-1aQ  

[Republished with kind permission of the author] A. Majid Katme, MBBCh, DPM (medical doctor) Spokesman, Islamic 

Medical Association (UK) January 21, 2011 A. Majid Katme, MBBCh,DPM We are giving our innocent children haraam 
(forbidden) substances and harmful chemicals that destroy their natural immune systems, causing disease, suffering and 

death.  All Muslim doctors and parents should be [...] 

The least we can ask is to have 100% TRUE HALAL VACCINE  as an Alternative without any HARAM ingredient 

and with  NO ANY HARMFUL CHEMICAL LIKE MERCURY and ALUMINIUM and NO NAJASSAH/UNCLEAN/ MATERIALS like 
faeces and urine and NO FOETAL OR HUMAN PARTS??? 

Unfortunately our Muslim doctors and chemists and Muftis have failed us as we discovered that many vaccines contain 

many HARAMS/MUHARRAMAT  and not only PORK and are taken by  most Muslims in the world? ? 

I have to warn Muslims that: 

Unfortunately, some Muslim scholars in the Muslim world have given before Fatwa to WHO(World Health 

Organisation) and to the non Muslim drug companies that it is okay to have pork gelatine in vaccines??? 

But many  Muslim scholars and Muslims believe this is wrong and can not be accepted as halal vaccine? 

We should ask always for ALTERNATIVES OR TRUE  100 %HALAL VACCINES 

if you have to take these vaccines? 

Drug companies (non Muslims)  does not know or care about halal and haram medicine or vaccine...? 

They should care  now and PRODUCE true halal vaccines with no PORK or ALCOHOL or HUMAN parts inside 

for the large number of the Muslim consumers. 

The vaccines should be also free from harmful chemicals like Mercury and Aluminium. 

True Jewish and Christian believers and the Vegetarian people should join us in our  legitimate human 

right and  faith demand. 

Everyone should have an INFORMED CHOICE AND an   INFORMED CONSENT 

Very important also is to  make known to all consumers who take vaccines or medicine in  a clear 

LABELLING   by mentioning in big letters any of the HARAM (FORBIDDEN) ingredients which are opposed 

by the Muslims on any vaccine or medicine.  

There is a great need today to have our OWN HALAL/ISLAMIC  MEDICAL/DRUG COMPANY: 

in order to make sure that all medicines/drugs  and all vaccines are : 

-100% HALAL  

- 100 % SAFE 

-100% EFFECTIVE 
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* Unfortunately almost all Muslim scholars, especially those who gave the okay Fatwa for vaccines with Pork, do  LACK 
medical / health knowledge and are not medically qualified, with respect to them , in order to give a medical fatwa? 

For example, in the past they use to accept smoking...now they declared it , Alhamdulillah, as HARAM....which is the 

right Fatwa. 

They are also UNAWARE that: 

-There is rising opposition  in the west by doctors, scientists and parents  to vaccines , not on religious ground but on 

Health ground... with hundreds of websites , some of it:Muslims? 

-Vaccines do contain 5-10 HARAM/forbidden  ingredients  and not only PORK? 

- Many Vaccines contain unclean unhygienic materials from faeces , urine...(NAJASAH) 

-Many vaccines contain HARMFUL chemicals to health like: Mercury and Aluminium 

-There is a suitable ALTERNATIVE TO THE MUSLIMS called: HALAL VACCINE if one needs it. 

 We only need to ask for it or work on it if we care about practicing our religion... 

-The non-Muslims/western people who are against vaccines do Campaign for Healthy Safe Alternatives to vaccines like: 
Good period of breastfeeding to the child, healthy safe natural diet/food, proper sanitation ,clean water  etc... 

Also many Muslims do not know that we have MUSLIM FATAWAS in details which did not allow vaccines, like Jamiatul 

Ulama (Darul Ifta) and Majlusul Ulams in South Africa. 

Some also said that it is not allowed to take it for HAJJ if it contains some Haram / harmful chemicals. 

THERE IS A GREAT NEED TODAY TO ESTABLISH A HOLY MEDICAL ALLIANCE (Muslims-Christians and Jews)  with 

the Vegetarians  AGAINST THE CONSUMPTION OF PORK OR ANY PORCINE INGREDIENT in vaccines or medicine 

or  foods. 

AN URGENT transparent sincere DEBATE/DISCUSSION   WITH MULTIPROFESSIONAL PEOPLE 
(doctors/chemists/scientists...)  AND  RELIGIOUS LEADERS IS NEEDED NOW  as a first step! 

Please Muslims: 

-Inform the Imam to mention it in coming Friday prayer 

-Put it on websites 
-Mention it in Muslim and Asian radios and in Muslim and Asian TVs 

-Publish it in many Muslim papers and magazines 

-Printed it and distribute it 

-Translated to Urdu/Bengali/Turkish / Arabic..... 

-Send it by E mail to all Muslim contacts you know. 

-Text them the message on this vaccine 

 

PLEASE  MUSLIMS : SPREAD QUICKLY THIS IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO ALL MUSLIMS IN BRITAIN AND EVERYWHERE ! 

Let us remember also that according to Islam : 

Every Muslim should  avoid  having any haram/forbidden  substance    inside  his/her body ..otherwise : 

-His/her Salat/prayer will not be accepted for 40 days 

-His/her Du'a/prayer will not be accepted 

-And he/she will not enter Jannah/Heaven when the organs and muscles were grown on haram/forbidden substances (as 

in the case of children) like: non Halal meat/food/drink or non halal medicine or vaccine. 



Also in Islam, when there is a controversial or doubtful case/situation (Shubuhah) 

Every true Muslim believer should avoid it completely: This is a golden safe rule in Islam.  
 

 

Dr A Majid Katme (MBBCH,DPM) 

Spokesman: Islamic Medical Association/UK 

Weekly TV Presenter of an Islamic Health show 
Tel: 07944 240 622 

  
  

NB: Dr KATME IS AVAILABLE  for interview 

 


